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Introduction to Finger Style ‘Ukulele
There are many ways to play the ‘ukulele. One of the most satisfying for me is to pluck 
the strings. This technique carried over from years of playing guitar. I have studied 
classical, flamenco and other forms of guitar all using plucking embedded with 
strumming. There are many fretted instruments where there are set patterns for plucking 
the strings. I don’t necessarily subscribe to the idea that one pattern is going to work 
perfectly through a whole song. The classical guitarist plays notes as they appear on the 
page using the finger that is most comfortable or available. This is closer to the method 
that I subscribe to. A goal for the finger stylist is to play the melody so that it’s accented 
within the chords that are played. 

Exercise:
Finger Picking: 
The plucking of the string:

Try with your nail
Try with the flesh of your finger
Try by pulling out away from the ‘ukulele

 These all produce different sounds
The nail is great for bright sounds
The flesh is super for the light breathy tone
Pulling provides a pop and slap

All are useful and none of them are wrong. I sat in a class with John King, (who in my 
opinion was the best plucker out there!) he was able to get a harp like sound out of his 
instrument. I thought it was his instrument for a long time but I have played his ‘ukulele 
and you know what it’s not his ‘ukulele. It’s the player more than the instrument. 

In John’s class he described a guitar teacher telling him to go way back to the basics. The 
basics to his teacher meant relearning how to pluck the string! That’s way way way 
back!! This takes incredible patience and you have to really want to have better tone to do 
this. This is accomplished by sitting in a quiet room and plucking the string with one 
finger, and listening to the tone. Did you like it? Could it be better? Was it too harsh or 
raspy? Was it the sound you’re looking for? Pluck again with the same finger was it the 
same? Try it again, did it get better? Now repeat with each finger until every time you 
pluck the instrument you get the sound that your ear likes. No, seriously do it. The pay 
back is incredible. John said that this took him months and he returns to the process from 
time to time. 

There is also preparation of the right hand. Do you have nails? Do you file them or clip 
them to the right length for your taste? Yes, this does have an incredible impact on the 
sound you can produce. Bryan Tolentino convinced me to try the artificial nails that you 
get at the nail salon. I am sold on it! They are a little thicker than your normal nail but 
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they are stronger and about every two weeks I go in to get them repaired and I get all 
caught up on the soaps.

Okay now we are ready to discuss the different techniques of plucking the strings. During 
my study of mariachi music there were two basic techniques that we will cover and the 
others are techniques used by both flamenco and classical guitar players. 

P.I.M.A.S.P.I.M.A.S.P.I.M.A.S.
P Thumb Pulgar
I Index Indicio
M Middle (Traffic Finger) Medio
A Ring Anular
S Pinky Some other finger
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P, I, M, A: All  
at once

All together now, give it a try it’s easy the first time but try it in 
succession. Make an even tone, make it smooth and you will see where the 
difficulty comes in.

The thumb is making a slight down stroke
The I (Index) is pulling 
The M (Middle) is pulling
The A (Ring) is pulling

Repeat and try to do this in time. I like to use a metronome to practice with 
Once your fingers are returning to the proper strings then go for the next 
technique. 

P (Thumb) 
first, IMA 
(together)

This is a great technique. I use it both in even time and odd time signatures 
(4/4 or ¾)

The thumb is making a slight down stroke
Next all together:

The I (Index) is pulling 
The M (Middle) is pulling
The A (Ring) is pulling

4/4 time: Thumb then the (IMA) group, Repeat
¾ time: Thumb then two (IMA) group, Repeat

The thumb should be playing the top string to start with. It will not always 
do so but it’s a good place to start. Generally the (IMA) group will play the 
bottom three strings. 
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P (Thumb) 
first, I 
(index), 
then MA 
(together)

The thumb is making a slight down stroke
Next together:

The M (Middle) is pulling
The A (Ring) is pulling

The I (Index) is pulling 
Next together:

The M (Middle) is pulling
The A (Ring) is pulling

P (Thumb) 
first, M 
(middle), 
then IA 
(together)

The thumb is making a slight down stroke
Next together:

The I (Index) is pulling
The A (Ring) is pulling

The M (Middle) is pulling 
Next together:

The I (Index) is pulling
The A (Ring) is pulling

4
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G#m7
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2
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The finger roll: 
This is a technique where each of the fingers play one at time. This can be on all the 
strings or one at a time. 
Note: Each of the pedal exercises have two versions: The first allows the finger to be 
pulled away from the instrument, the later allows for the finger to rest on the next string. 
The resting version pulls on the first string and comes to rest on the second string. It is 
used to produce more volume or to be quicker to return to the previous string. 

The four 
finger roll:

First the thumb
Next the I
Next the M
Next the A
Repeat:

Timing is very important each string should ring for about the same 
amount of time. I like to use a metronome and speed this up as I get more 
comfortable. 

Backwards 
roll (mostly):

First P (the thumb)
Next the A
Next the M
Next the I

Again watch your timing. This is great roll to learn. I am actually faster 
with this than the forward roll.  

Two finger 
pedal:

On ONE string. 
First I
Next M
Repeat

Three finger 
pedal:

On ONE string. 
First I
Next M
Next A
Repeat
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Four finger 
pedal:

This one is very difficult… proceed with caution
On ONE string. 

First P (the thumb)
Next I
Next M
Next A
Repeat

Resgueado
I, S, A, M, 

This could be classified as a strum but its in an important part of finger 
style so I will include it here. 

This technique requires each finger to strum across all strings. 
As an introduction to this we will start the strum with the Index finger.

First I
Next S
Next A
Next M
Next I
Next P
Repeat

This provides a nice One And feel. 

For down beats only try:
First S
Next A
Next M
Next I
Next P
Repeat

 It’s absolutely critical that each finger strikes each string. 
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Marks 
Resgueado
I, M, A, S

When I first started imitating Carlos Montoya, I developed my own 
Resqueado. Who would have guessed I would have gotten it exactly 
backwards? This does produce a slightly different percussive sound. 

This technique requires each finger to strum across all strings. 
As an introduction to this we will start the strum with the Index finger.

First I
Next M
Next A
Next S
Repeat

 

Sponsored by:
Da’Silva Ukuleles www.ukemaker.com
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